
Terracon continues to add resources and strength in the area of total 
facilities engineering. This is evidenced by our recent acquisition of Stafford 
Consulting Engineers (Stafford), based in Charlotte, N.C., with branch 
offices in Raleigh and Jacksonville, Fla. 

Stafford was established in Charlotte in 1964 with the goal of providing 
engineering guidance for roofing and waterproofing systems. At that time, 
there were very few firms in the country exclusively focused on such services. 
Today, Stafford is one of the few consulting engineering firms in the country 
devoted exclusively to providing solutions to building envelope issues. 

The services that Stafford provides include the design of new or replacement 
roofing and waterproofing systems, roof asset management programs, 
forensic investigations, plan and specification review and consulting, 
construction monitoring, and QA/QC inspections. These services are 
provided to clients in the healthcare, industrial, government, education, 
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Providing window water testing in downtown Charlotte.
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and commercial building sectors. Stafford professionals include 
professional engineers, registered roof consultants, registered 
roof observers, architects, and LEED accredited professionals. 

Recent Stafford projects include waterproofing and roof system 
investigations for a major national banking chain; remedial 
design for several phases of the world headquarters for a major 
home improvement retailer, as well as some of its retail centers; 
guide specifications and standard roof system details for the U.S. 
Army Reserve Centers (USARC) facilities worldwide; roof system 
surveys for USARC in the southeastern United States, Alaska, 
Hawaii, American Samoa, and Saipan; and building envelope 
evaluations for Veterans Administration facilities in various parts 
of the United States.

With owners now seeking to extend the life of existing facilities, 
and also control energy costs, building envelope consulting, 
along with commissioning for existing facilities have become 
high-demand services. The building envelope, as defined by the 
2006 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), is what 
separates the building from unconditioned space. These elements 
include the roof/ceiling assembly, exterior walls (now defined as 
any wall that surrounds interior space), mass walls, and below-
grade walls, fenestration, floor assembly (where the floor is over 
unconditioned space), and slab edge. The building envelope 
serves as a building’s “outer shell” to help maintain the indoor 
environment. Control of moisture and air flow are critical to 
building envelope performance. Proper care and maintenance 
of the entire building envelope can significantly extend the 
life of a facility while avoiding issues such as water damage, 
mold, uncomfortable or unhealthy indoor environments, and 
unusually high energy bills. 

Existing-building commissioning, also known as retro-
commissioning (or re-commissioning if the building was ever 
originally commissioned), has traditionally focused on energy 

using equipment such as mechanical equipment, lighting, and 
related controls. The goal is reducing energy waste, obtaining 
energy cost savings for the owner, and identifying and fixing 
existing problems, using diagnostic testing and O&M tune-up 
activities. In recent years, commissioning has been expanded 
to include the entire building envelope. The costs of engaging 
a consultant such as Terracon to provide these services can be 
quickly recouped by the resulting savings from the increased 
performance measures taken to improve efficiencies and extend 
the life cycle of the facility. 

“Stafford Consulting Engineers provides Terracon with 
significant additional resources to provide our clients with 
total facilities services solutions,” said Kevin Langwell, senior 
vice president of Terracon’s Facilities Engineering Services 
Division. “Combined with our acquisition of Energy Systems 
Associates (ESA) in 2010, and our existing facilities capabilities, 
we believe that we are well equipped to deal with virtually any 
issue affecting the ability of any facility to operate at optimum 
performance over an extended life cycle.” ESA provides building 
commissioning and energy consulting services.

While Terracon has traditionally been viewed as a firm that helps 
clients develop new facilities as well as infrastructure, we have 
been successfully executing on our strategy to also be a source 
for facility owners and operators to solve problems that may 
occur over the life of a facility. This can include anything from 
moisture and air intrusion, energy efficiency, structural issues, 
and forensic (cause and origin) investigations in a variety of 
areas. Terracon continues to be one of the leading providers of 
facility due diligence services (property condition assessments) 
to buyers of commercial real estate in the United States.

For more information on Terracon’s facilities services, contact 
Kevin Langwell, LEED AP, at [800] 593 7777.

Building an air pressure chamber for water testing.
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Stadium light poles are part of the overall landscape of many 
educational sports complexes that have been taken for granted 
for many years. A series of failures of these light poles have led 
to a reexamination of these structures and fixtures. Fortunately, 
there have been no known fatalities yet, but the failures that have 
happened indicate that this has been only a matter of luck.

Failures in several states are being blamed on a now-defunct 
manufacturer in Fort Worth, Texas, citing faulty design and 
construction. As a result, the Texas Board of Education has 
recommended that all Texas school districts have their Whitco light 
poles inspected. In addition, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission has also recommended that any entity that has Whitco 
poles at any of their facilities have the poles inspected.

It is evident that there are many light poles and truss tower structures 
with significant problems in addition to those found in the Whitco 
poles. Issues uncovered by Terracon include:

  Design – A Houston area school district with poles designed for 
approximately half the wind load specified by ASCE 7-05 for the 
area. Base plate weld cracks were found when magnetic particle 
testing was performed by Terracon.

  Construction – Poles with anchor bolts buried under soil or 
with foundation shaft heads improperly finished showed signs 
of corrosion of the anchor bolts. In addition, numerous anchor 
bolts over many sites were found to have inadequate extension 
beyond the face of the nut. One instance of material left inside a 
pole accelerated corrosion of the pole wall over a period of years.

  Maintenance – Numerous instances of corrosion, including one 
tower with truss members completely corroded through. Poles 
with loose anchor bolt nuts were observed moving with light 
winds, causing long-term fatigue problems. 

Terracon assists our educational clients by performing a site-specific 
assessment program that will typically include visual assessments 
of the lower portion of the poles and pole base plate welds, as well 

as magnetic particle testing of the welds, ultrasonic documentation 
of the pole wall thickness at selected locations, and photographic 
documentation. At the client’s request, a visual assessment of the 
pole and light fixture basket can be performed. In rare instances, 
structural analysis of a pole can be performed. A final report is 
issued to provide a baseline for future assessments.

The light pole owner, including entities other than educational, 
should take several steps to maintain their light poles or light support 
truss towers in a safe working condition. These include:

  Design – Engage only the most reputable design firms. Insist on 
the highest quality design and concentrate on acquiring a light 
support system that will be adequate for its intended installation. 
Avoid a “good deal” that will cost much more later.

  Construction – Inspect what you expect. A fabrication and 
installation quality control system is vital to a safe, long-term 
product. Terracon can provide many services in this area 
including shop fabrication, galvanizing, and installation  
quality control.

  Life Maintenance Cycle – Understand exactly what has 
been purchased and how it must be maintained. Both the 
manufacturer and Terracon can help establish this program. 
Once a maintenance program has been established, insure that 
it is implemented. Periodic inspections by a third party, such as 
Terracon, can provide quality assurance of the program. 

  For existing light support poles or truss towers, schedule a very 
short-term complete inspection. Based on the results, tailor 
a comprehensive maintenance program, including periodic 
inspections by a third party.

GERALD F.A. LOWE, P.E.

Gerald F.A. Lowe, P.E., provides structural engineering and consulting 
services for Terracon’s Facilities services clients from the Houston 
office. He has a master of science in civil engineering and a bachelor of 
science in architectural engineering from the University of Texas. Lowe 
specializes in forensic studies for commercial and residential structures 
exhibiting distress.

Light Pole Failures Lead to 
Reexamination of Structures
BY GERALD F.A. LOWE, P.E.

Deterioration of the grout base allows 
moisture infiltration.
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Georgia Ports Authority (GPA) and Terracon recently performed 
diesel engine emissions and fuel efficiency monitoring for the diesel 
vehicle fleet at GPA. The purpose of this study was to determine 
whether a fuel additive used by GPA was effective in reducing 
pollutant emissions and increasing engine fuel efficiency. Terracon 
and GPA conducted baseline and post-additive monitoring of the 
diesel vehicle fleet at GPA Garden City Terminal. The diesel vehicle 
fleet, for the purposes of this study, included 64 Rubber-Tire Gantry 
Cranes (RTGs) and 40 Jockey Trucks. 

For the emissions monitoring, the primary pollutants of concern 
were those listed by the EPA as Criteria Pollutants. During 
monitoring of engine emissions, Terracon collected data for the 
combustion byproducts at both engine idle and throttled, or revved, 
conditions for both the RTGs and Jockey Trucks. The data collected 
was extrapolated and statistically interpreted using confidence 
interval determinations in order to produce a predictable data range.

Monitoring of fuel consumption was conducted for the RTG fleet 
at GPA and consisted of the collection of continuous data related 
to engine operation hours and fuel consumed. The data was then 
segregated based on the engine model of each RTG and then 
extrapolated. The fuel consumption rate for each engine model was 
then determined and modeled against the baseline.

WILLIAM S. ANDERSON, III, P.E.

William S. Anderson, III, P.E. is a 
Senior Principal and  environmental 
engineer in Terracon’s Savannah, Ga., 
office. His environmental experience 
includes environmental engineering, 
hydrogeolgic site investigations, 

solid waste permitting and compliance, air and noise 
studies, NEPA services, environmental assessments and 
remediation, Brownfield developments, HUD environmental 
assessments, and NPDES stormwater plans, inspections, 
and monitoring.

Joseph R. Ross, Jr., P.E., LEED AP, 
is an environmental engineer and 
department manager in Terracon’s 
Savannah, Ga., office. He has experience 
with National Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA) documentation, environmental site assessments, 
environmental permitting and regulatory compliance, soil and 
groundwater remediation, environmental risk assessments, 
air and noise pollution modeling, asbestos/lead/mold surveys, 
client management, and technical report writing.

BY WILLIAM S. ANDERSON, III, P.E., 
AND JOSEPH R. ROSS, JR., P.E., LEED AP

Reducing Environmental and 
Economic Impacts at U.S. Ports 
Through Fuel Additive Usage:

JOSEPH R. ROSS, JR., P.E., LEED AP

An Emissions and Fuel Efficiency Case Study 

Results of the study indicated with a confidence level of 99 percent 
that the concentrations of the Criteria Pollutants NO2, CO, and 
PM10 decreased from the results of baseline testing. Furthermore, 
this confidence level is maintained for both idle and revved engine 
states of both RTGs and Jockey Trucks. Fuel efficiency monitoring 
indicated that the rate of fuel consumption (Gal/Hr) was reduced 
by approximately 5 percent over the testing period. It was also 
determined that the age and/or model may affect fuel efficiency.

Typical loading operation at GPA with Jockey Trucks and RTGs.
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Monitoring Contractor Lead Exposure  
During Bridge Repairs and Replacement 
Recently, Terracon provided assistance to contractors during the 
repair and replacement of bridges in Missouri to measure worker 
exposure to lead. Many of these aging bridges have painted metal 
support structures that must be removed or modified during the 
repair work. The metal supports are painted to prevent corrosion and 
most of these bridges were painted using lead-based paint. 

According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s 
(OSHA) lead standard for construction, 29 CFR 1926.62, 
measuring worker exposure to airborne lead is a requirement to 
evaluate the level of protection necessary to prevent the workers 
from inhaling airborne lead. Terracon is conducting worker exposure 
monitoring for the contractors during hot work such as torch cutting 
and grinding in the removal of the structural components.  

Important considerations in the evaluation of worker exposure to 
airborne lead during bridge work include the length of time air 
sampling is conducted, the physical conditions surrounding the 
work site, and work the employee performs for the remainder of 
the work day. As with any worker exposure risk assessment, there 
are assumptions made during air sampling that can be erroneous 
in measuring the worker’s exposure. Typical bridge hot work is 

conducted early in the 
day and might last from 
15 to 30 minutes. If 
this is the only sampling 
time, the air volumes 
collected will directly 
affect the limit of 
detection during the 

laboratory analytical extraction of lead. The second consideration 
is the work activities performed after hot work is completed. Is 
there additional exposure to lead dust? Also, what are the weather 
conditions, wind direction and speed, and moisture levels? 

Each of these considerations can affect the outcome of the air 
sampling and any assumptions might cause the client to conclude 
facts that are not true regarding the employees exposure to lead. Too 
short of sample time (total air volume low) can result in an extremely 
high result if lead is present and elevate the limit of detection. If 
air sampling is not conducted for the remainder of the work shift, 
did the employee engage in work that included disturbance of lead 
dust? Or, did the direction of wind help or hinder the flow of lead 
containing fume or dust coming from the hot work?  

The air sampling we provide for our clients needs to be as accurate 
as possible because their decisions regarding worker health will be 
dependent upon our reported information. Accurate air sampling 
considerations include proper air sampling volumes, multiple 
samples collected to evaluate both the hot work and the remainder 
of the work shift (as close to eight hours as possible), documentation 
of work activities, and weather conditions. Providing this 
information, and not just making assumptions regarding the 
workers exposure to lead, will provide the client greater assurance 
that the actions they take to provide proper personal protective 
equipment (PPE), including respiratory protection, will protect the 
health of their workers.   

Our assumptions can result in either overestimating or 
underestimating the airborne lead level and exposure to the 

Gary A. Ganson, CIH, CSP, is a senior 
consultant in Terracon’s Lenexa, Kan., 
office. He provides leadership nationally 
to the environmental, industrial hygiene, 
and safety services staff. Ganson has 
more than 30 years of experience in the 

prevention of loss incidents and improving the health and 
safety performance and awareness of our work force.

GARY A. GANSON, CIH, CSP

BY GARY A. GANSON, CIH, CSP

employee. Underestimate and workers 
might be exposed to lead, overestimate 
and they needlessly wear additional PPE 
increasing other risk concerns.

Terracon’s experienced industrial hygiene 
and environmental professionals and 
senior consultants can provide nationwide 
guidance and assistance regarding worker 
exposure monitoring.
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News Briefs
 Terracon is pleased to announce the acquisition of two engineering companies—Stafford 

Consulting Engineers and Geotechnical Engineering Group (GEG). The acquisitions allow 
the company to further expand its service offerings and geographic presence. Stafford, a firm 
providing extensive consulting engineering services related to building envelope systems, including 
commercial roofing and waterproofing systems, is headquartered in Charlotte, N.C., with offices 
in Raleigh, N.C., and Jacksonville, Fla. GEG, a firm providing geotechnical, environmental, and 
construction materials engineering and testing services is headquartered in Grand Junction, Colo., 
with an additional office in Montrose. Both companies will retain their names and employees but 
will operate as part of Terracon. 

 The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (UTSWMC) at Dallas awarded Terracon’s 
Dallas office the construction materials engineering and testing services for the new university 
hospital tower, thermal energy plant, and materials management building located on the 
UTSWMC Campus. Services included CMET installation observations and/or testing of 
earthwork, drilled piers, reinforcing steel, concrete, structural steel, and masonry elements, as well 
as some specialty observation and testing. This project marks more than a dozen continuous years 
of service on numerous projects that Terracon has provided for the University of Texas System on 
the UTSWMC campus.

 James W. Brown, P.E., a Principal in Terracon’s Round Rock, Texas, office, co-authored the 
“Sustainability Management Handbook.” This 300-page book offers practical steps for protecting 
the world around us. Rich in case studies, it addresses a range of critical stewardship issues. 
Brown has more than 37 years of experience providing mechanical, electrical, and plumbing 
(MEP) engineering and design services. He oversees the Energy Systems Associates (ESA) 
Division of Terracon.
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